Bill Frisell, the veteran American jazzman dubhed the Gtark Kent of the electric
guitar, is preparing a rare treat for the music lovers of Gork, writes Philip Watson
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Alison Krauss's Union Station
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with Elvis Costello and Burt
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on The
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ensemble arangements for new
songs written by the duo. For his
"world-fusion" album The Intercontinentals, he formed a band
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unique experience and a great
spectacie," says Mick Hannigan,
the festival director. "Bill Morrisont work is terrificaliy artistic
and innovative; he works with
the texture of f,lm, with decaying iootage that often has its
own visual beauty. And Frisell is
a great and prolific composer
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a
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generous to

musicians and audiences alike.
There is also some wry arnusement here that Cork has been
subiect to flooding itself."

Frisell stresses that the film

and music are not all about
"death and destruction"; there is

resilience, rebirth, even
moments .of black humour.
"Therc are set pieces and melodies but, just as itt the nature of
a river to dry up or flood, or to
change its course, I want the
music to be alive and evolving
all the time," he says.
"I cant really put the power ol
this flood and the magnitude of
this event and its effects into

It is just so gigantic.

matic, dream-like. "l'm lust uying to use what I know and put
my own experience into what

75-minute suite in which Frisell's quartet plays shimmering

words.

blues and oozy roots
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is a way of getting sonething

I'm doing without limiting anything," Friselt once told Guitar

accompanying archival images
of thc devastating Mississippi
River flood of l927,reworked by
renowned {ilm-maker and artist
BiIl Morrison. The film, which is
divided into titled chronological
chapters, aftempts to provide a
feel for a flood that displaced
lm people, and to explore "the

out, ofsaying what I need to say.
Music is how I express myself,
how I communicate with people,
much more than verbally. It's
where my real voice is, where I

Playcr magazine. "For mc, music

has always been this world
where anything is possibie."
It is a musical language and
sensibility weli suited to the proiect he is bringrng to Cork. Frisell has been drawn to the visual
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response to the work of Ameri-

ensuing transformation of
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